


The Rise of the #1 Photo-Sharing Application
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People use Instagram 
every month

1B

Per day is the average amount of 
time users spend on Instagram

30min10K

Source: Hootsuite, Bloomberg

People use stories 
everyday

500M

Instagram advertising 
revenues in 2019

$20B

Estimated value of Instagram

$100B

Instagram has the 4th-most 
users of any mobile app

#4



Instagram derives its success from four key tenets
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Growth 
Mindset

Simplicity & 
Innovation

Lean team
Focus on User 

Experience

1 2

34
Great products and companies come from great teams. The success of
Instagram relied on having the best people working on the app. The focus
was never about headcount, but about hiring the best quality people for
the right roles.

Lean Team

User experience is central to Instagram’s philosophy. The app is focused on
providing seamless and personalized user experience by continuously
listening and watching user behaviour and interpreting the data.

Focus On User Experience

After realizing that the original app was too cluttered and complex, the
founders stripped down the app and zeroed in on that tiny slice of
opportunity. They focused on finding simple solutions to simple problems.

Simplicity & Innovation

Growth Mindset
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Instagram is the exemplar of solving problems with a growth mindset.
The founders were not afraid to take risks, and were constantly iterating
the app based on user feedback.



History Of Instagram
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💡 Fun Fact:
The first prototype of Instagram was a web app called Burbn, which was inspired by
founder Kevin Systrom's love of fine Kentucky whiskeys and bourbons.



Instagram: The World’s Largest Mobile Photo-Sharing App
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Kevin Systrom Mike Krieger

🇺🇸 🇧🇷

• Graduated with a bachelor's degree in
management science and engineering
from Stanford University.

• Turned down a recruitment offer from
Mark Zuckerberg and instead spent the
winter term of his third year in Florence,
where he studied photography

• Prior to founding Instagram, he worked
at Odeo, Google, and Nextstop

• Holds an MS in Symbolic Systems from
Stanford University.

• During the early days, most of the
engineering and user experience were
developed solely by Krieger.

• Prior to founding Instagram, he worked
at Meebo as a user experience designer
and front-end engineer

Kevin Systrom's photograph of a stray dog sitting near a taco 
stand in Mexico is the first image ever shared on Instagram.



It All Started With Burbn
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• Founded in 2009, Burbn was a location-based app allowing users to make future plans,
hang out with friends, and post pictures

• Direct competitor to Foursquare

• People loved to post photos on Burbn after running them through some photo filter
apps.

• Location-based check-in apps were very popular, the photo-sharing feature of Burbn
was very unique.

💬 ABOUT BURBN

💵 SEED FUNDING: $500,000 

In March 2010, Systrom attended a party where he met two
venture capitalists from Baseline Ventures and Andreessen
Horowitz. After showing them the prototype of his app, they
decided to meet for coffee to discuss it further.

Within two weeks, he had raised $500,000 in seed funding from
both VC’s to further develop his entrepreneurial venture.



The Pivotal Moment
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• Burbn was well received. For its early adopters,
it was a way to share their daily lives with the
world. Yet, trying to explain the app to
potential new users was frustrating.

• It was too complex to understand

❗ THE CHALLENGE

⚡ THE OPPORTUNITY

• To answer this, they looked at the data. Turns
out, people loved to post photos on Burbn after
running them through some photo filter apps

• They decided to focus primarily on one thing:
photographs specifically taken on mobile
devices

✔ THE SOLUTION

• Systrom and Krieger saw potential in building
an app that bridged Hipstamatic, a photo filter
app and Facebook, a social media app.

• They stripped Burbn down to 3 primary
functions: Photo, Commenting, Liking

💡 Fun Fact:
Burbn was renamed to Instagram by combining
the words instant and telegram.



Instagram Was An Instant Success
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October 6th, 2010

25,000 users acquired on
the day of launch

100,000 downloads by the 
end of the first week

Instagram touches 1M users

December 2010

Week 1 of Launch

💡 Fun Fact:
The timing of the app’s release ended up being
fortuitous because the iPhone 4 – featuring an
improved camera–had launched in June 2010.



Investor Interest Started To Peak
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Date Round Money Raised Investors Valuation

Apr 5, 2012 Series B $50M Sequoia Capital $500M

Feb 2, 2011 Series A $7M Benchmark, Baseline Ventures, Jack Dorsey $20M

Oct 6, 2010 Seed Round $500k Baseline Ventures, Andreessen Horowitz $2.1M

M&A Details

Instagram was acquired by Facebook for $1B on Apr 9, 2012

💡 Fun Fact:
Systrom knew Jack Dorsey, the co-founder of Twitter, from his time as an intern at Odeo. Dorsey expressed a strong interest in the
company and pursued the idea of acquiring Instagram. Twitter reportedly made a formal offer of around $500 million in stock, but
Systrom declined the offer.



A Missed Opportunity?
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• The VC firm had invested in the original startup Burbn, not Instagram

• By then, they had invested in Dalton Caldwell’s company, picplz, a mobile photo sharing service
built on its own social graph

• Influenced by their agreement with picplz not to fund another photo-app sharing tool, Andreessen
Horowitz chose to stick with Caldwell and picplz, instead of upping their investment with Systrom
and Instagram

• picplz advanced to 100,000 users within six months while Instagram took one week to achieve that
number

• Andreessen Horowitz was in an unusual position of being both a winner and a loser from the sale
of Instagram to Facebook for $1 billion

• Their $250,000 original investment soared to a potential $78 million return

• But on the flip side, they faced criticism from other technology start-up speculators for turning
down the chance two years ago to increase its original investment allowing it to re-coup three
times what it has

Andreessen Horowitz’s Ethical Dilemma

The Scenario



The Facebook Acquisition
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• In April 2012, Facebook made an offer to purchase Instagram for about $1B in cash
and stock; a key provision was that the company would remain independently
managed

• The Instagram acquisition was all about combating rivals Twitter and Google + and
boosting its strategy on mobile

A Win-Win Strategy

• In 2011, Facebook’s mobile apps ran slow and felt bloated. The company needed to
improve its app and pivot to mobile, where the company projected future growth to
be

• Facebook had been developing its own Camera app in hopes of winning the mobile
photo market on its own, but with Twitter making a play for Instagram, Zuckerberg
was forced to act fast

• What did Instagram have to gain?

o Facebook’s stock value was likely to go up, so the value of the acquisition
would grow over time

o A large competitor would be out of the picture

o Instagram would benefit from Facebook’s entire operations infrastructure

o Systrom and Krieger would have their independence



Post-Facebook Acquisition
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• At the time of the acquisition, Instagram had just 30 million users and zero revenue.

• There’s another reason this acquisition was so valuable: It proved that Facebook
could build multiple products at the same time, and also sent a message to other
entrepreneurs that Facebook was the best place in Silicon Valley to drive massive
growth

• Instagram today has over 1B users and contributes over $20B to Facebook's annual
revenue.

Systrom and Krieger Call It Quits

• Since the acquisition, Instagram’s founders didn’t make many changes to the user
experience, preferring to stick to the app’s simplicity. Its rise in popularity proves that
people enjoyed the way the app works and liked the photo-based connections it
provides.

• In 2018, co-founders Kevin Systrom and Mike Krieger step down as CEO and CTO to
explore their “curiosity and creativity again”.

• Their announcement came after increasingly frequent clashes with Facebook Chief
Executive Mark Zuckerberg over the direction of Instagram

• Post the announcement, Facebook’s shares were down 2.4% at $161.51 in early
trading, knocking more than $11bn off the stock’s market value.



Instagram Over The Decade
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Instagram Is The 5th Most Popular Social Media Network
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Learnings From Instagram
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Factors leading to Instagram’s success
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Finding The Blue Ocean Simplicity is Key Listening To Users

Lean Team

1 2 3

5
Continuous Innovation

4
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Community First
5



Finding The Blue Ocean
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💡 Takeaway: Don’t be afraid to pivot if the idea doesn’t work out. Find the golden opportunity 
and build your moat around it

Burbn started as an app that fought Foursquare for the same market 
space.

It didn’t get much traction and most visitors were using it only to take 
photos. After seeing user behavior and low user adoption, they pivoted 
to the photos app that we know today as Instagram. On its first day, it got 
25,000 uploads.

By trimming Burbn’s unnecessary features, the soon-to-be-Instagram 
created a whole new, blue ocean.

“Companies go through identity crises and they figure themselves out over time, 
but I think it’s all about keeping what sticks and throwing away what doesn’t.”
– Kevin Systrom
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Data showed that users like looking at the 
photos people took and less interested in 

seeing where they checked in.



Simplicity Is Key
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💡 Takeaway: Have simple solutions to simple problems

After realizing how complex Burbn was, the app was decluttered to focus 
on one thing — posted photos. Apply your filter, post, comment, like, 
done.

Simplicity was the core essence of Instagram. They focused on solving 
three problems. Their solutions were simple:

1. Making photos beautiful
2. Sharing on multiple social networks
3. Uploading photos quickly

“Don’t do too much and cut away everything that doesn’t matter to the success of 
your product. Doing too much can create drag and hinder your ability to get things 
done.” – Kevin Systrom
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Instagram focuses on giving users a simple, 
fun experience when they use the app.Instagram focuses on giving users a simple, 
fun experience when they use the app.



Listening To Users
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💡 Takeaway: It’s not only important to listen to what your users say, but also watch their 
behaviour. Take their feedback and keep reiterating.

While Burbn was well received, it wasn’t path-breaking. This is when the 
founders decided to look at their user data and found three major clues:

1. Acquiring new users was hard because the app was too complex to 
explain.
2. Active users were using the photo sharing feature, but only after 
applying external filters.
3. People liked documenting their daily lives and sharing it with others.

Instagram dived into their user data. They understood how the audience 
behaved, what parts of the app they liked and used. They continuously 
tracked the data to make changes to the product and constantly 
innovated.
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Without listening to users, Burbn probably 
would have never pivoted to Instagram.Without listening to users, Burbn probably 
would have never pivoted to Instagram.



Instagram Stories has attracted more than 400 
million daily users and changed the way people 

share and consume things online.

Continuous Innovation
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💡 Takeaway: In order to create that culture of innovation, you need to stay tuned into who your 
customer is and what drives them

Instagram is one of the stickiest social media platforms. 

From inception, Instagram has delivered a unique social media 
experience for users through product innovation. The platform was the 
first to introduce photo filters that enhance special moments in our daily 
lives.

Instagram has expanded on this success by offering users multiple 
avenues for sharing moments such as – Instagram Stories, Instagram Live, 
Reels, Shop Feature, Instagram Guides, and more.

Instagram has also created tremendous value for businesses and 
advertisers through influencer marketing and personalized experiences.

Fun Fact: Boomerang, a popular Instagram feature was an idea pitched by the team 
during an internal hackathon
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In 2013, Instagram posted this celebratory 
picture on its feed to announce that their 100 

million users milestone

Having Lean Teams
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💡 Takeaway: It’s important to find smart people with a lot of potential and put trust in them.

After their Series A funding, Systrom and Krieger had opportunity to hire 
more people, but the founders decided to keep the company really small, 
with barely a dozen employees.

Instagram believed it was better to have a small team composed of great 
people than a big team composed of mediocre people. They hired slowly 
because Systrom believed that one great engineer can do the work of five 
mediocre engineers.

When Instagram started out, they had 13 employees including the two 
co-founders. Today Instagram has over 5000 employees worldwide.

“You have to tend to it, adapt it and continue to make sure that you're doing the 
right things to make sure communication flows, culture is maintained, employees are 
learning, and you're recruiting really thoughtfully so your product can reflect all those 
things.” – Mike Krieger
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To tackle self harm and suicide, Instagram 
rolled out a feature that provides support 

options and help to those in need

Community First Approach
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💡 Takeaway: Understand the needs of your community and create a safe, supportive, and 
positive space for them to thrive.
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Instagram has managed to build communities that transcends 
geographies, languages and ethnicities. It has brought people together, 
empowered a new generation of content creators – all through the power 
of visual story telling.

Instagram is able to effectively create a positive user experience across 
the globe by keeping community at the core of its product.  They 
constantly observes how the community responds to their platform. For 
instance, they noticed the emerging trend of video content and gave their 
users the tools for it. 

There was an increase of 150% on video production and consumption. 
People were using video more and more.

In 2019, Instagram took a huge step forward in trying to help out with the increasing 
mental health crisis on social media by removing “likes” from being visible. 



Learnings For Startups
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Define your core problem clearly❓

Don’t be afraid to pivot. Know when to iterate and when to change your mind↩

🌊 Find your blue ocean and build your moat around it

📈 Watch and listen to your users. Take their feedback, analyze the data and keep
iterating

🏃 Overnight success doesn’t exist. Building a successful company is a marathon

Keep your solutions simple✅


